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This paper analyzes the classification schedule for the
Motor Transport Services mechanics for the City of Atlanta,
This analysis is based on the need for distinctions between
the four classes of automotive mechanics. Additionally,
the training needs of Motor Transport Services mechanics
are also analyzed based on the ever-changing innovations
in automotive technology.
The concern for the classification schedule and train¬
ing needs grew out of a prediction that future automotive
technology will require more properly trained personnel.
Therefore, a well-organized and trained force of mechanics
would be the first step in staying abreast with the chang¬
ing technology.
Information was obtained through observations, parti¬
cipation, and informal discussions with personnel at all
1
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levels of the Bureau of Motor Transport Services. Books,
journals, and periodicals were also used as sources of
information.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Attracting and keeping employees with good technical
skills is a problem facing public and private managers in
every specialty. In the area of fleet management, the
problem is magnified by increasing complexity and sophis¬
tication of automotive technology. Late model automobiles
utilize complex computerized systems that were not encoiin-
tered by even the most skilled auto technicians even five
years ago.
This modern technology dictates that contemporary
mechanics be better trained and occasionally retrained to
serve today's vehicles. The so-called "shade tree mechanic,"
who generally uses a trial and error method to repair the
family ear, is no longer functional nor effective when
faced with today's technologically advanced automobiles.
An acceptable mechanic must now have a conceptual founda¬
tion of auto technology, including an understanding of the
new computerized systems.
Past hiring practices of the City of Atlanta Bureau
of Motor Transport Services (BMTS) involved taking the
"traditional mechanic," who was primarily a person who
received most of his training by hands-on and on-the-job
experiences, and integrating him into the existing repair
1
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service force. The current practices consist of hiring
only those individuals who have completed formal classroom
training, which includes automotive technology courses,
that are standard to the BMTS criteria. However, due to
the declining n\amber of individuals who are interested in
the automotive industry as a career field, which decreases
the pool of available trained personnel, BMTS is being
forced to broaden its current hiring practices. In
broadening the hiring practices, BMTS needs to make its
current career opportunities more attractive to established
mechanics outside of the BMTS system. Upon broadening
current hiring practices and meeting the training needs
of the mechanics, the pool of available trained personnel
would increase.
This study is based on an internship with BMTS which
provided the opportunity for extensive observations- of
the operation of the BMTS mechanics. These observations
revealed the following: (1) problems with distinction
between the four classes of mechanics in the BMTS system
of classification, and (2) an inadequate training program,
which creates a work system that is burdened with over¬
lapping and repetitive job duties. This study attempts
to analyze these problems as well as offer some solutions
to them.
II. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
The Setting
Technology, the life blood of man's continued existence
has given man the capability to create advanced wonders.
The products of technology make periodic re-education neces¬
sary. In the area of fleet management, entities from both
the private and public sectors will have to re-structure
current methods of repair services for automotive and other
motor units. The City of Atlanta's Bureau of Motor Trans¬
port Services has recognized this need and commissioned a
study which will aid in designing an employee training
program.
The BMTS has a $28 million per year budget and employs
318 people to manage and maintain the city's combined 8500
unit motor fleet and off-road equipment. The BMTS consists
of a personnel section and two major divisions: Central
Administrative Support Division, and a maintenance divi¬
sion. These divisions are further divided into four and
five sections, respectively (see table 1).^
The Central Administrative Support (CAS) Division
consists of a deputy director, and four subdivisions: The
Icity of Atlanta, 1987 Budget, City of Atlanta, Depart
ment of Finance (Atlanta, GA: 1987), 311-312.
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Source: Developed from materials obtained during an internship. Bureau of Motor Transport Services,
City of Atlanta, Atlanta, Georgia, 1987,
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Administrative Analyst subdivision which is concerned with
equipment replacement analysis, equipment budget estimates,
shop layout, operator/driver training, monitor vendor com-
plairits/evaluations, new product evaluations, EPA/DOT regu¬
lations, hazardous waste, technical bulletins, program
development/analysis, and equipment/job requirement. The
Property and Accounting subdivision which is concerned with
who, when, and how automotive units are distributed. This
subdivision is also responsible for: equipment inventory,
statistical reports, report logs/forms development, loan
pool, work standards, bureau goals and objectives, and over¬
night vehicle utilization. The Automotive Supplies sub¬
division is responsible for: the purchasing of all supplies
and parts necessary for maintaining the motor units, and
distributing the parts when necessary. The Automotive
Engineering subdivision which is responsible for: motorized
equipment specification, shop tools and equipment specifica-
tons, equipment warranty/recall, commercial repairs, new
equipment receipt, aerial testing, oil analysis, specifica¬
tion assistance to user, and equipment payment authoriza¬
tion.
The maintenance division is the key operating unit in
BMTS. The maintenance division consists of top management,
mid-level managers and a supervisory group. The management
group includes: (1) the deputy director for maintenance,
(2) five area chiefs for the mechanic shops, and (3)
6
twenty-five supervisors. There are five different types
of equipment that must be maintained and serviced (ranging
from lawn mowers to fire engines). All BMTS mechanics are
included in one of the following four classes of mechanics:
(1) automotive service mechanic II, of which there are
thirty-five; (2) automotive mechanic I, of which there are
twenty-nine; (3) automotive mechanic II, of which there
are sixty-two; (4) automotive mechanic III, of which there
are forty-seven. In this study, the writer was primarily
concerned with the classification and training of automo¬
tive mechanics.
The Internship Experience
As stated earlier, the intern was provided the oppor¬
tunity for extensive observations of the work activity of
the BMPS mechanics. These observations were important and
necessary to the assignment of the internship, which was
to examine how training could be improved, to keep the
mechanics in tune with the evolutions in automotive tech¬
nology and how production could be increased. In perform¬
ing the duties of the internship, the intern was given
total access to all area shops and personnel. As a result
of this access, the intern was able to see, first hand,
problems not only with training, but also in the way in
which promotions and job duties were handled.
1;
The intern also attended management meetings that con¬
cerned the training of the BMTS mechanics and also had the
liberty to contribute by way of offering suggestions that
he deemed pertinent.
Problem Statement
Since technology is expected to continue to change, the
BMTS must seek technically skilled personnel and update the
skills of existing personnel. It is imperative that the
skills of some of the mechanics be upgraded as soon as
possible to ensure that consistency in the level of service
can be maintained.
The primary focus of this study is to analyze and
adjust the classification system for the BMTS automotive
mechanics, and to assess the training program now in place.
The current classification schedule is simply not clear, nor
does it make clear distinctions between the four classes of
mechanics. The four classes are; (1) automotive service
mechanic II, (2) automotive mechanic I, (3) automotive
mechanic II, and (4) automotive mechanic III. Although there
are indeed four classes of mechanics, there are overlapping
job duties between the classes.
The overlapping job duties in the BMTS classification
schedule affect the training design for BMTS mechanics by
requiring highly qualified mechanics to work on units that
are below their skill levels. Likewise, it is possible for
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a mechanic who does not have the required level of skills
to be assigned a highly skilled repair job. A result of
these malassigned repair jobs, is that the quality of work
suffers. The quality of work also suffers because of an
"electronic metamorphosis" which characterizes the rapid
changes that have taken place in the electronic makeup of
the contemporary automobile, and mechanics who do not have
the skills simply cannot effectively correct some problems.
According to a 1988 General Motors report.
Fifty major electronic and safety advances and
hundreds of incremental changes have been added
to their vehicles during the past three decades.2
As a result of these widespread changes and use of computer¬
ized systems in automobiles, technology has completely re¬
defined the training necessary for a qualified auto mechanic.
With the utilization of the new technology, automobile
safety and efficiency levels are rising. As it happens with
progress, the changes are causing existing technology to
rapidly become obsolete. This advancing technology is
exceeding the skills of the BMTS personnel and as was
stated earlier, this affects the training design for auto¬
mobile mechanics.
Although problems arise as a result of the current
classification schedule, the schedule has proven itself
to be effective, but not efficient in utilizing the city's
2General Motors, 1988 Third Quarter Report (Lansing,
Michigan: General Motors, 1988), 8.
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investments in personnel, facilities, and the motor fleet.
From the simplest of lawn mowers to the most advanced
state-of-the-art fire engine, the BMTS has achieved credi¬
bility by effectively maintaining a consolidated fleet.
However, in maintaining this fleet, as stated above, one
of the greatest challenges facing the BMTS is changing auto¬
motive technology. This changing technology not only
affects the skills of personnel in maintaining the fleet,
but also affects the BMTS' capability to respond to the
•automotive industry changes, which affects efficiency.
According to Irene Wreen, Director of the BMTS,
Once you could take the car to your neighborhood
service station and/or your friendly mechanic -
with his name embroidered on the pocket of his
coveralls, who would listen to the funny little
chunk-chenk sound, and fix it. No more. Repair¬
ing the cars of today and tomorrow requires the
skills of computer technicians, as auto design
grows more complex, and as mechanics rely on
sophisticated hydraulic, electronic and computer-
based equipment. 3
By the year 2000, according to the 1986 U.S. Department of
Labor statistics, "forty-four percent more highly skilled
technicians will be required because of changing tech-
"4
nology. The BMTS must attract and/or develop its share
of skilled personnel to ensure that the appropriate number
of personnel is available to fill positions in the BMTS.
3
Interview with Irene Wreen, Director of Motor Trans¬
port Services, City of Atlanta, 10 June 1987.
4
U.S. Department of Labor, Opportunity 200 (Indiana¬
polis, Indiana; Hudson Institute, 1988), 13.
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Failure to develop a skilled staff would, invariably,
result in an erosion of the city's mass automotive fleet
investment.
The current classification schedule utilized by BMTS
for mechanics appears to have a negative impact on employee
motivation for skill development. According to Dowling
and Sayles,
The problem of job expectations and satisfaction
are important to even the most hard-boiled
managers, because managers pay a heavy price for
low output and quality, high turnover, absen¬
teeism, and tardiness. The motivated is the
most productive, the worker's worker who some¬
times equals or excels any standard that bosses
set or would contemplate setting.5
BMTS mechanics' skill development is directly related to
the capability of BMTS to retain satisfied workers which
in turn could mean a higher quality of repair services.
The current classification schedule attempts to define
levels primarily by the type of equipment serviced, as
opposed to the skills and knowledge of the mechanic. How¬
ever, the reality of this schedule creates a negative
impact on employees because it allows repair jobs that over¬
lap job classes, and repetitive duties and responsibilities.
For example, the Automotive Service Mechanic II per¬
forms routine maintenance work which includes chassis l\ibe
jobs, engine tune ups, and the cleaning of mechanical
^William F. Dowling and Leonard R. Sayles, How Managers
Motivate, 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1978), 9.
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systems on tractors/ small engines, and automobiles. This
class of imechainics replaces engines and transmissions,
brakes, tires, rebuilds starters and generators, and
responds to service calls in the field.
Likewise, the second class, or the Automotive Mechanic
I, also repairs brakes, cleans and repairs mechanical
systems on tractors, small engines, and automobiles. This
class, just as the Automotive Service Mechanics II, also
repairs clutches, transmissions, and drivelines on cars
and trucks, and respond to service calls in the field.
The third class, the Automotive Mechanic II, is pri¬
marily concerned with one-ton or heavier trucks, and medixam
duty off-road equipment, however, like the first two
classes, this class dismantles, adjusts, and repairs all
motor units in the BMTS.. These repair jobs include the
entire scope of what is necessary to keep the BMTS vehicles
operating. For example, it is not uncommon for a mechanic
in this class, who should have considerable experience and
skills, to have an oil change assigned to him.
The fourth class. Automotive Mechanic III, is the top
class of mechanics, whose primary duties are to diagnose
malfunctions in equipment, then reassign the work to subor¬
dinate mechanics. However, like the previous three
classes, the Automotive Mechanic III also replaces and
reconditions defective parts in all motor units. These
12
defective parts could be anything from a battery to pistons
and bearings.
The current classification schedule attempts to define
BMTS mechanics by the type of repairs performed. This
means that the auto service mechanic II and auto mechanics
I would work on the less complicated repiair jobs. However,
because of the inconsistency of BMTS job assignments and
duties, repair jobs rarely ever conform to such a clear-cut
division of labor, especially in the BMTS where there are
many instances in which the four classes of mechanics per-
g
form overlapping duties.
After reviewing the classes of mechanics one can see
that the BMTS allows highly trained mechanics to use their
skill and knowledge doing repair jobs that the lower classes
of mechanic should be required to do. Furthermore, the
Automotive Service Mechanic II and Automotive Mechanic I do
many of the same jobs. For example, they both do brake
jobs. The problem is not only overlapping job duties of
the classes of mechanics, but the problem lies in the fre¬
quency that it occurs. It should be noted that there are
many reasons for the overlapping, but the primary reason is
the lack of a clearly structured schedule of job duties.
The current classification schedule also ignores the
fact that the development of skills and knowledge are
^City of Atlanta, Bureau of Personnel and Human
Resources, "Automotive Mechanic Series," Atlanta, Georgia,
1988.
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limited when made in systematic and sporadic leaps. For
example, it makes no sense for a promotable automotive
service mechanic II (the entry-level position) training in
truck operations to be eligible for promotion to an auto
mechanic I for automobile operations. The logical pro¬
motion would be to a truck mechanic I. The logical pro¬
motion would be to a truck mechanic I; however, vander the
current classification, truck mechanic I does not exist.
Therefore, the promotion could very well result in a
transfer from truck operations to automobile operations
or to fire engines. Transfer to truck operations is
counter-productive to the quality of work and the employee's
developmental interests, because it does not allow the
employee to master a particular equipment type. This situa¬
tion is repeated many times in the BMTS. The system
assumes that the level of skill and knowledge can be closely
related, transferred, and used for whatever type of equip¬
ment is in need of repair. The fact of the matter is,
mastering a higher level of skill and knowledge of con¬
stantly changing automotive technology requires longer
concentration in one type of technology.
Based on the current classification schedule, ever
changing automotive technology, and projected shortages
of qualified personnel, the BMTS must adopt a new automo¬
tive technician series. This series would create a clear
division of labor, lead to specificity in training, and
14
provides a basis to project for future training needs.
In creating this series and to make each class of
mechanic clear and distinct, and to improve its training
program, the BMTS will have to: (1) establish the criteria
for each class of mechanics based on the job needs; (2)
analyze the automotive mechanic positions based on qualifi¬
cations and job requirements, and (3) identify the scope
and content of training necessary for each of mechanics,
and then design a format for a training and development pro¬
gram. The training/development program would be used to
provide the bureau's management with clear explanations
and policies for the training and professional development
of its mechanics.
III. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This section of the study examines some of the litera¬
ture concerning the two focal points of this study; job
classification and training.
Job classification is used to give a detailed descrip¬
tion and ranking for a job or series of jobs in an organiza
tion. Classification is a sytematic method of appraising
the worth of each job in relation to other jobs in an
organization. However, as Rigors and Myers suggest, classi
fication cannot be completely accurate since it depends
upon the judgement of the classifiers. It should be noted
that classifiers do use informed judgements based upon
detailed studies of the jobs, and comparisons of their
content. Rigors and Myers go on to point out that these
classifiers are only concerned with the job, and not the
7
employee. In the BMTS, the classification schedule for
mechanics was apparently derived using a similar approach.
Accordingly, over time the schedule has become meaningless
because of overlapping and unfocused duties and an impre¬
cise method of promotions and job assignments.
7 . •
Raul Rigors and Charles A. Myers, Rersonnel Adminis¬
tration; A Roint of View and a Method (New York; McGraw-
Hill Book Company, 1977), 342.
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Douglas and Klein, in defining classification, suggest
that, "classification deals with the job cind related
O
variables, occupational ranking, and behavior description."
James Stockard uses a less vague definition. He states that
"it involves the arrangement of jobs into groups or classes
on the basis of duties, responsibilities, and qualification
9
requirements." Essentially, the arrangements of jobs is
based on an order of importance as seen by the classifier.
Many organizations use job classification/schedules.
The largest is the federal government, which has eighteen
(18) distinct classifications from GS-1 to GS-18. The top
classification usually denotes general management and highly
specialized jobs whereas the lower classifications denote
the entry-level, non-management, low-skilled positions.
Federal job classifications are derived by ranking jobs in
their order of difficulty or importance, and then assigning
these classifications to the appropriate civil service
groups.It should be noted that the federal government
pays salaries that are comparable with jobs and their
salaries in private industry, and this is the case for most
O
John Douglas, Stuart Kelin, and David Hunt, The
Strategic Managing of Human Resources (Chicago: John
Wiley and Sons, 1985), 173.
9
James G. Stockard, Rethinking People Management (New
York: American Management Association, 1980), 130.
^^Pigors and Myers, Personnel Administration: A Point
of View and a Method, 342.
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federal jobs except for those jobs at the highest level of
the civil service.
A question that comes to mind after defining classifi¬
cation is: Why is it necessary? Burack and Smith believe
that, "many workers tend to think of jobs in or related to
clusters or groups.Classifying workers by jobs also
makes it easier for workers to understand their purpose and
importance in the organization.
According to Roethlisberger and Dickson, classifica¬
tions are important to the daily life of the plant.
In the factory, as in any social milieu, a
process of evaluation is constantly at work.
From this process, distinctions of 'good* and
'bad,' 'inferior' and 'superior' arise. This
process of evaluation is carried on with
simple and ready: generalizations by means of
which values become attached to individuals and
to groups performing certain tasks and opera¬
tions. It assigns to a group of individuals
performing such task, a particular rank in the
established prestige scale. Each work group
becomes a carrier of social values. In indus¬
try, with its extreme diversity of occupations
there are a number of such groupings. Any
noticeable similarity or difference, not only
in occupation, but also in age, sex, and nation¬
ality, can serve as a basis of social classifi¬
cation, as for example, 'married women,' the 'old
timer,' the 'white collared' or clerical worker,
the 'foreign element.' Each 0^2these groups,
too, has its own value system.
^^Elmer Burack and Robert Smith, Personnel Management:
A Human Resource Systems Approach (St. Paul, MN: West
Publishing Company, 1977), 270.
12
F. J. Roethlisberger and William J. Dickson, Manage-
mane and the Worker (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press, 1970), 555-556.
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Another reason for classification is to offer the
employee goals to shoot for, or serve as a motivational
device. Classification also takes the ambiguity out of
obtaining promotions. Not only would the employee know what
his next classification would be, he would also know the rate
of pay and the minimum requirements.
Classification also gives the manager the opportunity
to control or manage human resources better. Since moving
from one job classification to another constitutes a promo¬
tion, management should give careful thought to the number
13
of classes it establishes. Too few classifications could
result in employees feeling as if they are not being given
a genuine opportunity to further their careers. Too many
classifications could result in confusion, meaning that
even though one is moving upward, there is no real progress
being made. According to Burack and Smith,
The most serious problem in attempting to
employ the class method is the basic diffi¬
culty of developing descriptions for job
grades. In doing so, job grades analysts
must try to incorporate specific duties and
responsibilities in each class.
After discussing variables and definitions of classifica¬
tion and why it is important, the next step is to present
13
R. Sayles and George Strauss, Managing Human Resources
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1981), 379.
14
Burack and Smith, Personnel Management; A Hiiman
Resource Systems Approach, 280.
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what is included in the classifications. Mathis and Jackson
suggest that there are "common factors fovind in jobs such
as: degree of responsibility, abilities and skills, know¬
ledge, duties, volume of work, and experience needed.
These factors dictate the requirement in each classification.
In the BMTS' classification schedule, there is evidence of
these factors, but as suggested earlier, the BMTS' classifi¬
cation schedule has lost some of its effectiveness because of
the lack of adherence to factors such as these. A well-
defined schedule of classification is extremely important to
the BMTS success. In the past several years, much has been
written about a potential crisis in personnel due to a lack
of trained individuals. In the remaining pages of this
section, the writer analyzes some of the literature as it
specifically relates to training, retoraining, and develop¬
ment .
Many of the approaches to training date back to
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Since that time, the skills and abilities demanded
by the economy have undergone far greater change
than have our training arrangements. Moreover,
our ambitions for what can be accomplished through
education and training policy have also increased.
Not only do we expect that such policies should
meet the skills needs of the nation, but also we
ask that they play a role in equalizing economic
opportvinity and in promoting greater well-being
among workers.
^^Robert Mathis and John Jackson, Personnel; Contempo¬
rary Perspectives and Application, 2nd ed. (St. Paul, MN:
West Publishing Company, 1979), 334.
16peter Doeringer, Work Place Perspectives on Educa-
tion and Training (Boston, MA; M. Nijhoff Publishers, 1981),
1.
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Training and development is a broad concept, so in
order to create a training program within the BMTS, it
is imperative that one fully understands what training and
development is, its purpose, and its evolution.
Max Clarkson states that.
The training and development of people has become
a major preoccupation of American management ....
This effort will entail more than the expenditure
of money; it will require radical changes in our
system of values - in the way we evaluate people
in their working environment, regardless of the
type of organization, and in the way we view the
management function itself, regardless of the
product of service.
C. R. Dooley says.
Training is not something that is done once to
new employees - it is used continuously in
every well-run establishment. Every time you
get someone to do work the way you want it
done, you are training. Every time you give
directions or discuss a procedure, you are
training.18
According to K. N. Wexley, training and development is:
Any attempt to improve current or future employee
performance by increasing an employee's ability
to perform through learning, usually by changing
the employee's attitudes or increasing his or her
skills and knowledge.18
1 7
Max B. E. Clarkson, "Management is the Development
of People," in The American Business Corporation, Part II,
edited by Eli Goldson, Herbert C. Morton, and G. Neal Ryland
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1956), 246.
18
C. R. Dooley, "Training within Industry in the United
States," International Labor Review 54 (September/October
1946):161.
N. Wexley, "Person Training," Annual Review of
Psychology (1984):579.
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Michael R. Carrell and Frank E. Kuzmits define train¬
ing as "a systematic process by which employees learn skills
acquire knowledge, abilities, or attitudes to further organi
20
zation and personal goals." It is important to note that
training and development are often confused with education,
which is not the same. In explaining how training differs
from education, the purposes of each will be described. The
purpose of training is.
Basically role specific. It attempts to help
those who are or will be performing certain
jobs achieve successful role behavior. On the
other hand, education is tied to the goals of
the individual more than those of the organiza¬
tion, although some overlapping between the two
sets of goals can be anticipated. Thus, educa¬
tion tends to take the individual, his growth,
and the multiple roles that he may play in
society as its starting point. Training starts
with the requirements of a particular employing
orgainization and within that of a given job.^l
Another purpose of training and development, particularly
relevant to organizations with continuous changes in tech¬
nology, "is to make the current work force more flexible
22
and adaptable." If an organization can increase its own
abilities to change and/or adapt to new advancements in
their industry, then it could, without question, increase
7 0
Michael R. Carrell and Frank E. Kuzmits, Personnel
Management of Human Resources (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E.
Merrill Publishing Company, 1982).
21
Ibid.
22 . . . .
T. R. Horton, "Training: A Key to Productivity
Growth," Management Review (September 1983):2-3.
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its chances of survival, grovrt:h, and bigger profits.
Training and development can also increase the
level or commitment of employees to the organi¬
zation, and also their perceptions that the
organization is a good place to work. Greater
commitment can result in less turnover and
absenteeism, thus increasing an organization's
productivity.2 3
According to Anderson and Wexley, the major purposes
of training may be broadly grouped in five general areas:
1. To update employees' skills as technology
changes.
2. To reduce the learning time for new employees
to become job competent.
3. To help solve operational problems.
4. To prepare employees for promotions
5. To orj|nt new employees to the organiza¬
tion .
Now that training has been defined and its purposes
stated, what is the process, or how will training be deter¬
mined? In determining the training and development needs
of an organization, a process of assessment must be adminis¬
tered. This process usually consists of "an analysis of the





J. G, Anderson and K. N. Wexley, "Applications-Based
Management Development," Personnel Administrator (November
1983):39-43.
25
Randall Schuler and S. Youngblood, Effective Per¬
sonnel Management: Training and Development (St. Paul, MN:
West Publishing Company, 1983), 394.
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The designated training development officers of an
organization are the ultimate determiners of what training
will be done within an organization. To make such an
analysis, training and development officers must know a
training need when they see one, and they must be able to
discriminate between performance problems. Training and
development officers usually start needs analysis, "by
first looking at the short and long term objectives of the
organization and the trends likely to affect these objec-
2 6
tives." According to J. J. Von der Embse, "organiza¬
tional objectives should be the ultimate concern of any
27
training and development."
Before going any further, the writer wishes to clarify
the term "training need" to ensure that its meaning is under¬
stood. Dugan Laird states, "training needs exist when an
employee lacks the knowledge or skill to perform an assigned
2 8
task satisfactorily." This implies that there are estab¬
lished standards of performance, but not all organizations
have established standards for all tasks, or if they do,
they are usually informal standards. If there are no
standards in an organization against which employees'
^^Ibid., 396.
27
T. J. Von der Embse, "Choosing A Management Develop¬
ment Program: A Decision Model," Personnel Journal (October
1973):908.
2 8
Dugan Laird, Approaches to Training and Development
(Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1985), 38.
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perfomnance can be measured, it is very hard to conclude if
an employee is actually performing up to par. Thus, a needs
analysis of training becomes nearly impossible.
Nevertheless, the training and development
specialists, in the role of consultant, often
are dissatisfied with employee performance,
even when they have not identified precisely
what level of performance would satisfy them.
This happens a lot when jobs are established
or when the technology is altered, or when
procedures are amended. It can also happen
when old tasks begin to get sluffed off, or
performed indifferently — or in ways which
just generally make managers unhappy.
However, in reaching or meeting the training needs of
an organization, the designated officer has to make sure
that only the most proven and effective means of training
are applied, keeping emphasis on the organization's objec¬
tives as well as the employees'. Embse also made it clear
that there is no one best method or program of training
which suggests that whatever works best for a given situa-
30
tion should be utilized.
Hallett suggests that work, as we know it, is under¬
going both subtle and overt changes. In doing so, he shows
how employee displacement due to the lack of knowledge of
new technology or training is an important event in human
29 Ibid.
^^T. J. Von den Embse, "Choosing A Management Develop¬
ment Program: A Decision Model," 908.
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resources. It is important in that it affects "the atti¬
tudes of the work force, not only towards the company but
31
toward their acceptance of future change."
In the second phase, job's needs analysis, training and
development officers usually examine the needs of a parti¬
cular job. According to Schuler and Youngblood, this would
include "the tasks to be performed on each job, the skills
necessary to perform these tasks, and the minimum accept-
32
able standards." This phase of the needs analysis brings
out the detailed particulars that are, for the most part,
omitted during the organizational needs analysis.
The final phase is an analysis of the people who do,
or will do the work. This is done in order to analyze
their deficiencies. Schuler and Yoxongblood point out that
this can be done in one or two ways. The first is by com¬
paring an evaluation of employee proficiency on each re¬
quired skill dimension with the proficiency level required
for each skill. This part of the needs analysis is probably
the most important, because it identifies the competence
33
level of personnel.
No organization can choose whether or not to train
employees. All new employees, regardless of their previous
31
Jeffrey Hallett, "Worklife Vision," Personnel Adminis¬
trator (May 1987):56-60.
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Schuler and Youngblood, Effective Personnel Manage¬
ment, 396.
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training, education, and experience, need to be introduced
to their new employer's work environment and to be taught
how to perform specific tasks. Moreover, specific occasions
for retraining arise when employees are transferred or pro¬
moted, or when jobs chcinge and new skills must be learned,
perhaps because of changes introduced by advancing automa¬
tion. Even when responsibilities for orientation, induction,
and retraining are not regarded by managers as calling for
planned procedures, they will be met in some way or other,
by someone in the work situation. Furthermore, training
does not end with the initial induction of employees, nor
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IV. METHODOLOGY
In analyzing the BMTS current classification schedule
and the need for training of mechanics, the writer employed
the descriptive analysis method of research, which, accord¬
ing to Paul D. Leedy, is the processing of data that comes
to the researcher through observation. In this method of
research, the researcher simply looks, with intense accuracy,
at the phenomena of the moment and describes precisely what
the researcher sees.
In employing this method, the researcher does two
things! first, he observes with close scrutiny the popula¬
tion which is bounded by the research parameters, second, he
makes a careful record of what he observes so that when the
aggregate record is made, the researcher can then return to
the record to study the observations that have been de-
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scribed there. Careful attention was given in order to
ensure that the data was free from the influence of bias
which can occur in this method of research. Likewise,
careful attention was given to the various levels of
mechanics to determine overlapping of duties and
35
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inconsistencies in the classification assignments, as well
as the inadequacies of the training provided for them.
And finally, the researcher obtained data from the use
of periodicals, books, and journals.
V. ANALYSIS
The problems facing the BMTS were brought to the fore¬
front because of projections of reductions in the number
of available qualified technicians as reported by the U.S.
Department of Labor. Accordingly, the pool of available
technicicins, which includes automotive mechanics, is con¬
sidered inadequate because of the projected low numbers,
and also because these technicians will not have the neces¬
sary skills to effectively repair late model automotive
units. Therefore, attracting potential automotive mechanics
and retraiing the existing group becomes critical to the
effective operation within BMTS.
In the 1950s, there were only approximately twenty
electrical circuits for functions in automobiles. Today,
automobiles average 160 electrical circuits with the pro¬
bability of that number doiabling by the 1990s. There are
presently sixty different electronic systems for passenger
cars and thirty-one systems being applied in trucks.
Electronics are now used to control such parts as emission
systems, with plans for their utilization on most if not
all other systems.
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This means that mechanics hired today must be better
trained than those hired ten years ago, and even the ones
thoroughly trained today face obsolescence without con¬
tinuous training. Although BMTS is making efforts to only
hire individuals with the proper training, the entry-level
applicants (the individuals with the least amount of experi
ence) seem to be the only qualified people. However, even
potential employees at this entry level are difficult to
attract due to the fact that many seek the "quick money" to
be earned in commercial shops. Those who do take BMTS posi
tions become discouraged by a system of indistinct classes
and slow promotions. The slow promotions are a direct
result of an xanclearly defined classification schedule,
which without question, poses problems in selecting persons
for promotions.
This lack of distinctions and clarity creates compla¬
cency and lack of motivation. In other words, there is
little or no motivation to improve or enhance skill levels
among the BMTS mechanics. Improving and enhancing skill
levels would not only be beneficial to the employees, but
the BMTS could also get a boost in quantity and quality of
work performance by the mechanics and would likely lead to
a higher retention rate. Just as Dowling and Sayles sug¬
gested, a lack of motivation could affect low output and
quality, high turnover, absenteeism, and tardiness. And
indeed, it has happened in the BMTS-
31
Compovmding this lack of motivation, the current clas¬
sification also diminishes the worth or value of job assign¬
ments and promotions. This occurs as a result of overlapping
job duties. For it is not uncommon for an automotive
mechanic II to be assigned to the exact repair jobs as the
person in the class directly below his classification (auto¬
motive service mechanic II) or someone in the class directly
above his classification (automotive mechanic III).
Another reason for the low level of motivation among
mechanics is the lack of a training and development program
that is specifically designed for the automotive mechanic
classes. As automotive designs grow more complex, it is
imperative that mechanics upgrade their understanding of the
concepts in order to apply them to the new technology as
they relate to the automotive industry. The current training
program consists of provisions for supervisors to attend
training sessions offered at the convenience of the automo¬
bile industry. In reality, the automotive industry occa¬
sionally offers classes for supervisors that inform partici¬
pants of new products and equipment. The participants
(supervisors) in turn share the information gained with the
BMTS mechanics. However, because of limited financial
resources, very few mechanics in the BMTS ever attend such
formal training classes, and very few classes are scheduled.
Therefore, training is usually done on an "on-the-job train¬
ing" basis.
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This type of training and development simply does not
and cannot meet the needs of all classes of mechanics em¬
ployed by BMTS. However, there are the favorite few who
reap the best benefits of the situation. These favorite
few in the BMTS usually get most, if not all, of the training
in the existing informal training approach that the Bureau
offers. As a consequence, this selectivity and favoritism
contributes to low level motivation among the several
classes of mechanics.
VI. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The major personnel problems encountered in the BMTS
are due to the lack of standard personnel procedures in
the recruiting, hiring, classification, and training of
mechanics. Adherence to uniform standards and procedures
are essential because without them present as well as future
personnel needs cannot be effectively addressed. This study
has attempted to demonstrate how the current classification
schedule and piece-meal training program need to be revised
to meet the demands of a changing automotive industry, and
the service needs of BMTS.
New policies and practices should be implemented in
order to provide employees with a clear understanding of
what is expected of them, as well as what is expected from
management. It should be reiterated that the overriding
conceim is having adequate and qualified personnel to meet
the needs of the BMTS.
Recommendations
Based on the analysis of the findings of this study,
the following recommendations are encouraged:
1. The BMTS should conduct a comprehensive
recruitment drive. In doing so, pay
incentives should be made to attract
private sector mechanics.
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342.The BMTS should implement a training program
for mechanics with emphasis on new automotive
technology. The Bureau should also make
additional training a part of the job require¬
ments for all mechanics.
In providing such a training program, the BMTS will
have to pay full attention to the three separate groups of
employees who need training. The first group will need
training in the form of orientation to the system and should
include courses that familiarize the trainee with rapidly
advancing technology as it applies to their responsibili¬
ties and job duties.
The second group of employees needing training con¬
sists of those individuals who may need training in order
to perform their job duties more effectively. The third
group consists of those employees who may need retraining
or updating as a result of changes and/or advancements in
automotive technology.
3. The BMTS should standardize the criteria
(job description, job requirements) for
the various levels of mechanics.
4. In order to create clarity and distinct
classes of mechanics, the BMTS should
reclassify the automotive mechanic series















5. This classification should also include
a schedule fo five groups for the dif¬
ferent areas or shops of equipment. For
example, the following groups would be







Fire Engine Technician I
Fire Engine Technician II
Fire Engine Technician III
Fire Engine Technician IV
5th Group
Water Truck Technician I
Water Truck Technician II
Water Truck Technician III















In reclassifying the various levels of technicians,
more emphasis should be placed on the employee utilizing
his specific training. The entry level technicians should
also be assigned an advisor/coach to ensure further skill
development. Emphasis should be placed on new and emerging
technology which consists of computerized systems, such as
electronic ignitions that could, at one time, be repaired
by simply replacing the switch. These new systems are now
interrelated to other electronic components and could
36
destroy the entire electronic system in some automotive
units if repaired incorrectly.
If the BMTS management comply with the above recommen¬
dations, the personnel problems could be improved, if not
solved completely.
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